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Valentines flood campus
by Angie Weeks
staff writer
Valentine's Day has blossomed at
Clemson. On Monday morning, the University post office was overwhelmed with
packages from lovers to loved ones. According to postal staff, the University has
received over 1,000 packages and over
16,000 letters to distribute to students on
campus.
"From someone who works in the business, this is a lot of packages," said Katrina
Skelton, director of postal services.
"Normally it would have taken one
truck to deliver packages to students on
campus; this morning it took four."
Skelton said that the postal staff rearranged their schedules to meet the influx
of mail.
"We had more people working overtime during lunch and on the Saturday
before Valentine's Day," said Skelton.
Though Cupid has been working overtime in the mail room, he has taken time to
visit local florists, jewelry stores, restaurants and hotels.
Local florists say that gifts range from
balloons to teddy bears and candy, but red
roses are the most popular item by far.
Jesse Dyar, the owner of East Campus
Florist for 15 years, said "To make a girl
happy, just buy her flowers."
Local stores have many specials this
time of year, one being the Love in Blooms,
which is a crystal vase with an assortment
of carnations, lilies and rose buds.
The statement "diamonds are a girl's
best friend" does not exactly hold true

Croatian police
seize drugs

Larry K. Barthelpmey IV/senlor staff photographer

Monday, Steve Eberthart, assistant postal director,
unloads some of more than 1,000 packages the post office
received for distribution to Clemson students.
during the month of February.
The jewelers usually sell more of the
amethysth birthstone this time of year.
Although Valentine's Day is not the biggest time of year for jewelry stores, they
do sell many heart-shaped lockets, earrings and bracelets. Some jewelers say
that a small heart charm, with a diamond
chip in the middle, is an inexpensive way

to say, "I love you."
For the Cupid who wants champagne
and a candle light dinner, Clemson's restaurants offer a romantic evening for this
special night. They can expect tables to be
set with white or red tablecloths and napkins, a long-stem red rose as the center
piece and soft music with dimmed lighting to set the mood for romance.

Library surveys student concerns
by Margaret Sheheen
staff writer
How many hours do you spend in the
library per week? While at the library,
how do you spend your time?
Clemson students will have the opportunity to respond to these questions and
several others concerning their use of the
R.M. Cooper Library during the next few
weeks.
The Library User Services Group,
which is composed of the public service
points within the library, is conducting a
survey to get feedback regarding Cooper
Library hours and services. The four points

represented in the User Services Group
are Circulation, References, Reserves, and
Copier Services.
"Basically, what we are doing is seeing
what students are doing in the library and
when they are doing it," said Ralph Hayes,
group leader of the survey project.
"We want to get information from the
students about how they think we're doing.
"We decided a survey was the best tool
to communicate with students."
According to library officials, 6,000
two-part library surveys will be distributed through The Tiger.
Hayes said they are hoping to have the
survey inserted in Friday's Tiger, but lo-

gistical problems could possibly delay the
release of the survey at that time.
As an extra incentive to encourage student participatin, the library is offering
students a chance to win two prizes - a
Clemson University Library bookbag or
cookbook.
Students may return their completed
surveys- by'mail or at a specially designated drop box in the library.
"We'll keep taking surveys for two to
three weeks or until we have a good
sample," said Hayes.
After the data is compiled, the results
will be published in The Tiger.
Hayes encourages students to take advantage of this opportunity.

Llese Snode/head photographer

Cooper librarian Robyn Chambers checks out books to Clemson student Augie Nugent.
This Friday, the library is conducting a survery to gain feedback from Clemson students
about the quality of services.
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ZAGREB, Croatia (AP) - Police
stopped a car in a roadcheck and found
30 kilos (66 pounds) of heroin, the
largest drug seizure in this country in
several years, news reports said Sunday.
The heroin was found in a specially
made compartment of a BMW car that
was stopped Saturday by police near
Delnice,70 kilometers (45 miles) southwest of Zagreb.
The car was driven by two people
known to police as suspected dealers,
the Vecernji List daily said. But the two
fled on foot into the nearby woods.
The quantity seized was three times
bigger than that recovered all of last
year by Croatian police. Despite the
Yugoslav conflict, Croatian is a major
drug traffic route to Western Europe.
More than 1,700 kilos (3,740 pounds)
of drugs were seized in 1994.
The daily said the police patrol that
made the seizure was rewarded with a
new BMW police car to replace its old
Yugoslav-made car.

Colombian bus
crashes
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - A bus
collided with a truck and tumbled into
a gorge Sunday, killing at least 14 people
and injuring 18, police said.
The crash happened near the village
ofRionegjro, 300 kilometers (180miles)
northeast of Bogota.
Such collisions are common in Colombiabecause drivers - including those
who drive buses and tracks - seldom
obey traffic rules and pass on blind
curves and at the crests of hills.
Authorities were investigating the
cause of Sunday's crash.

Iranians react
to Gingrich
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iran's
hard-line Parliament speaker on Sunday blasted the speaker of the U.S.
House of Representatives for calling
for the overthrow of the Iranian government.
The official Islamic Republic News
Agency, monitored in Nicosia, quoted
Ali Akbar Nateq-Nouri as saying that
Newt Gingrich's remarks were "illogical" and stemmed from his lack of
knowledge about the Islamic republic.
"The idea of attempting to change
the Islamic system of government in
Iran is stupid. Every time the United
States has launched such an attempt, it
became more and more disgraceful,"
Nateq-Nouri declared during a session
of-Iran' s 270-member Majlis, or Parliament.
Gingrich said in Washington last
Wednesday that the United States
should pursue a strategy ultimately
aimed at toppling the Islamic fundamentalist regime in Tehran if it was to
combat the tide of Islamic extremism
spreading through the Muslim world
and threatening the West.
The United States lists Iran as a
rogue state that sponsors international
terrorism and is striving, with only
mediocre success so far, to isolate Iran
economically to curb the major rearmament program it has underway.
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Card access to be installed in Shoeboxes
by LaToya C. Greene
staff writer
Within a matter of months,
students residing in the
Shoeboxes (Benet, Cope, Young,
Sanders and Geer Halls) will have
to use their student identification
cards to enter their residence halls
between the hours of 12 a.m. and
7:15 a.m.
A new card access system is
being installed in the Shoeboxes,
on the basis that it will increase
saftey and security.
The present IDs of the residents will be encoded, so that
their cards will be the only cards
that the door will read. When the
card is swiped through the reader,
a magnetic piece will pull back
momentarily so that the student

can enter. After the student enters the building, the door will
automatically lock back.
Eventually, the card access
system will eliminate the need to
have a security guard at each
front desk. However, this will
not reduce the total number of
security officers at the University.
With the card access system,
one security officer will be stationed at the main desk-card access central-in Young Hall, and
one to two officers will be outside manning the area. Each guard
will be radio-equipped in order
to communicate with the desk in
case there are emergencies which
require assistance.
In the fall, budget considerations may reduce the number of
desk clerks needed to run the

desk during the day.
Even though students will
possess access to their dorms after 12 a.m. without the presence
of a security officer, the visitation policy will remain the same.
Visitors that come during the day,
when the card access system is
activated, may still partake in
their visitation privileges.
A phone will be located oufside of the front door, so visitors
can call and have their party come
and let them in. The resident
would simply have to push the
panic bar to open the door and let
their guest in.
Gary Campbell, the associate
director of residential life, hopes
that visitation will not prove to
be a problem with the new system.
"Our visitation program is

Fourteen-day semester
by Tammy Crawford
staff writer
Six days a week and thirty-six
hours later, students may be ready
to start a summer job at the beginning of June, already a semester ahead.
Starting this May, Clemson
students will have an opportunity to enroll in a 14-day semester—Maymester.
Maymester, is an abbreviated
summer session, which gives students an opportunity to take a
three-credit course. The courses
will cover all the material in a
regular semester course, only 14
days.
"The amount of material the
students get will not be diminished, but the pace will be picked
up considerably," saidDr. George
E. Carter, Jr., director of undergraduate academic services.
Walk-through registration for
Maymester begins on May 15,
and classes will begin that
evening. Class times are sched-

uled for 5:30-8:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 9:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m. Saturday. Final exams will be held on May 30.
The three-credit classes, include courses in English, psychology, accounting, and
economy, as well as nine nursing
- courses. A complete list of the
courses offered are available in
101 Sikes.
Maymester courses, like summer school courses, cost $ 116.00
per credit hour for in-state students.
According to Carter, this "accelerated semester" is running
on a trial basis this year. It is
dependent upon student enrollment in classes for success and
continuation.
"The classes must pay for
themselves to be continued,"
stated Dr. Carter.
Carter said that this, is the first
time Clemson University has offered a semester in this fashion.
Other schools, such as Wake
Forest have offered a similar type
of semester, but in January in-

Brides & Bridesmaids

stead of May.
Students, who may need to
boost their grades to return next
fall but do not want to spend sixJ
weeks in summer school, will
find Maymester is what they are
looking for.
"This type of semester is appealing to many students wanting to get ahead a semester,"
stated Dr. Carter.
"Maymester is almost exclusively for continuing on-campus
students."
In addition, Carter feels
Maymester courses will not interfere with student vacation time
and fits well in the working students' schedules.
He credits innovative students
and responsive administration
and faculty with the idea of
Maymester.

only as sound as the students
want it to be," said Campbell.
"Eliminating visitation altogether
would be.the only way to combat
the breaking of the policy.
"Believe" it or not, we, as administrators, want students--to
have the opportunity to visit each"
other and feel comfortable in
doing so."
The card access program is
not in activation yet. In the fu-

ture, the card access system may
be installed in all of the dormitories. As of now, the University
plans to install the card access
system next in Bryan Mall.
"We anticipate that we will
get to utilize the system before
the end of this semester," said
Campbell.
"However, we are committed to not bringing it up until it is
ready to go."
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Call 654-3311
Bobbi Prater Real Estate
Freshman and Sophomores!
Start Preparing for YOUR Future today by Learning:

HOW TO MARKET
YOURSELF
Academics, Leadership Skills, Community
Service, and Communication Skills
Recruiters from
Duke Power, Nations Bank, and Belk
will be speaking

February 15 at 7:00pm in Bracket!
Auditorium. Reception will follow. ^

1995-96 FINANCIAL AID

Apply Now!

JASMINE
PRIORITY DEADLINES:

TRUNK
SHOW
Sunday, Feb. 19, 2-6

Federal College Work-Study ....April I
Federal Perkins Loan

April I

Federal Pell Grant

April I (suggested)

Federal Stafford Loan

April I (suggested)

(refreshments provided )

Design (Studio
"Special prices during show"
Rubin Square (next to Campus Copy Shop)

The Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is available in G-OI Sikes.
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Commentary
Slightly
morbid day
Do you loathe Valentine's Day because you are single? Do cheesy card
commercials, heart-shaped boxes of
chocolates sold in the grocery stores and
visions of bouquets of roses make you
sick? Do you want to scratch Feb. 14 off
of your calendar weeks in advance?
Relax. Valentine's Day is just a state of
mind. There are various ways of looking
at this overrated, materialistic day.
If starry-eyed couples need to declare
one day out of the year to celebrate their
devotion and unconditional love for each
other, for what are the other 364 days out
of the year?

by Allison Edwards
staff writer
Saint Valentine's Day has a slightly
morbid history. When people celebrate
Feb. 14, they celebrate the execution of
Saint Valentine. The legend follows that
when Emperor Claudius of Rome issued
a decree forbidding people to marry because he wanted men to be soldiers instead of husbands at home, St. Valentine
decided to help desperate couples by secretly marrying them. When the emperor
found out, he had St. Valentine executed
on what is believed to be Feb. 14. That puts
a damper on the holiday, doesn't it?
Valentine's Day is not what people
think it is. Think of how the media persuades people to buy silly cards and endless boxes of cheap candy. Back in the
days ofthe 16th and 17th centuries, people
actually put some expression into their
cards by making and decorating them
themselves. In 1890 Valentine's Day cards
evolved into an overpriced, manufactured
product, which has filtered through to
today, leaving us with a thoughtless statement that we pick out in about five minutes.
Don't get me wrong; I am not trying to
bash people's sentimental celebration.
Being in love and celebrating it is sweet,
justaslongasyou look beyond the surface
of the holiday and see that love is not sold
in a card shop, represented in a 1,000
calorie chocolate or even resembled in
flowers.Valentine's Day should not be
measured by materialistic tokens of love.
Creativity comes from the heart.
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Mike Burns/sports editor

This policewoman sits here hiding her face behind a newspaper as she
waits for a tow truck to come and tow a student's car.

Write off ticket witches
by Michael Burns
sports editor
In this time of restructuring and budget
cuts, one wonders how much the rude
idiots driving the blue golf carts get paid.
If a penny saved is a penny earned, the best
money the university could earn is the
money saved by cutting at least some of
their jobs.
At almost any given time during the
day, it is almost impossible to turn a corner without spotting a ticket hound filling
out a ticket or calling for a tow truck. If the
university doesn't care that there are more
students than parking spaces, however,
why should it care that there are more
obnoxious ticket witches than needed?
Although a high school education
would make someone over-qualified for
the job, don't these people hold one shred
of reasoning? Here is evidence that they
don't:
• After 4 p.m. in a employee spot next
to the shoeboxes, a ticket is issued to a
student with a commuter sticker despite
the fact that the lot is half-empty and
parking there will be legal within 15 minutes.
• Traffic and parking officials tell students openly that they "don't have anything to do" with how much towing companies charge. One official said tow companies often charge different rates at their
own discretion, but the fact that they called
for the tow doesn't make the officers at all
responsible.
• One rude ticketer (pictured) refused
to tell a .student her name. Regardless that
she had been nasty and failed to clear
things up, she is still not responsible for
anything. She has the student's name,
address and background information, but
thisperson, who has been hired to "serve
and protect," doesn't think she needs to
tell the towee her name.

• One student rushes to her car after
being harassed by an ex-boyfriend / exstalker only to find she has a ticket for
being parked only 45 minutes in a 30
minute space.
Isn' t the police effort directed wrongly?
Isn't it a matter of public record what the
police department does with this money?
Does it go to improve parking at Clemson?

If all of this is necessary, why can't police
be a little more polite? If anyone has
information on this, please write to us at
The Tiger.
In the mean time, I encourage all with
parking horror stories to write the Traffic
and Parking Control office, and send a
copy of your letter to The Tiger. Reason
and intelligence are welcome here.

Letters to the editor
■

No difference between murders
To the editor:
Susan Smith is no more guilty of murder than any woman that goes into an
abortion mill.
Solicitor Tommy Pope, seeking the
death penalty for Susan Smith, implies he
knows the value of innocent human life
and the just penalty for those who kill
innocent children.
If Susan Smith is to be tried for murder
it is logical to try every woman for murder, who kills her unborn baby at an abortion mill in South Carolina.
What is the difference between Susan
Smith's children and the unborn babies
that are murdered in South Carolina? Only
one: Susan Smith had the courage to do it
herself instead of hiring a paid hit man
abortionist to do it for her.
Unless women are tried for killing their
unborn babies it is hypocritical for Tommy
Pope to try Susan Smith for killing her
born babies. Our blood drenched land has
affirmed the killing of unborn babies and
protected the killing with federal marshals, face laws and family planning centers. Why would Susan Smith not think it
was alright to kill her children. Susan was
deceptively taught killing children was

her constitutional right, and if she is to be
tried for murder, so should every other
woman who has killed her unborn baby.
Sincerely,
Donald Spitz

Cartoon found
tasteless
To the editor:
I am writing in regard to the editorial cartoon you published in the January 24 issue of
The Tiger. I found the caricature of Senator
Thurmond to be disrespectful andinpoortaste.
Strom Thurmond has served the state of South
Carolina asacircuitcourtjudge, Governor and
Senator. He even ran for President of the
United States. Strom Thurmond is arguably
the greatest person ever to graduate from this
institution.
One aspect of Congress which shouldn't
change is Strom Thurmond's leadership in the
Senate.
Sincerely,
Stacy Guy
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Peace got the blues
Gibb proves blues
can be Droll...
by Jason Gale
staff writer
If you are curious to discover
what a Gibb Droll is, then catch
The Gibb Droll Band Thursday at
the Peace Center in Greenville; they
will be opening for Buddy Guy.
Although the name sounds like
a J.R.R. Tolkien fantasy creation,
Gibb Droll is actually the founder
and guitarist of The Gibb Droll
Band.
. The four-piece band puts on
shows that are often described as
transforming experiences, focusing mainly on blues with a funk
beat and traces of jazz.
As you could guess from the
name, Droll is the centerpiece of
the band, but the rest of the group is
very solid. More importantly, all
members feel that constant touring
is the only way to gain success.
In a recent interview, Droll said,
"We've been on the road for three
years and have been very lucky to
have a lot of freedom." The band's
continuous touring, over 160 dates
last year, has allowed them to play

see GIBB, page 3B

Buddy Guy still blue
after all these years
by Levi Nayman
staff writer
Blues legend Buddy Guy will be performing on Thursday night at the Peace
Center in Greenville. It is a chance to see
history; a real Chicago bluseman in the
mold of Muddy Waters and Jimmy Reed.
Tickets are $16.50 and $18.50, with the
show starting at 8 p.m. (with opener The
Gibb Droll Band).
The show will showcase his new
album, Slippin' In, from Silvertone
records. Slippin' In follows up Damn
right, I Got the Blues from 1991, and
1992's Feels Like Rain, both of which
were Grammy winners.
This year sees Buddy Guy in the
midst of a revival of a recording career
that began in 1958 with the single "Sit
and Cry," which has just recently gained
widespread popularity. After two decades of being ignored by consumers,
Guy is easily outdoing his first peak,
which came in the sixties. He is selling
records again; over 1.5 million copies of
his 1990s releases alone.
Guy opened several shows for the
Rolling Stones last year (as he did in
1970), and Slippin' In has the critics
singing his praises. Andrew Abrahams
of People Magazine believes that
"Slippin' In seems bound to keep those
shiny gold Grammys coming," and Roll-

ing Stone finds that thenew album proves
Buddy'Guy to be "unstoppable."
His current tour is expected to last a
solid 18 months. It will take him through
America, Japan, Asia, Australia and
Europe. The last few years have proven
to be a welcome change of circumstances
for Guy, who used to come away from
gigs like the Blues Brothers, owing

money for his bar tab.
Buddy Guy is also receiving the adulation of
the recording industry. There are the aforementioned Grammys for his last two records and the
Billboard Century Award. That award is described by Billboard as its "highest honor for
distinguished creative achievement." The award,

see BUDDY, page 3B

Buddy Guy, blues guru who has influenced Eric Clapton and
other famous blues artists, will bringing his magic to the
Peace Center Thursday.

Lincoln Center comes to G'ville
Chamber music society performs Thursday night
by Joe Milam
staff writer
The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center "explored the extremes of
romanticism during all three of their
movements," said Joan Mank, music
professor at FSU, after a recent concert
at the Riverside Theatre. The Music
Society, made up of David Shifrin (clarinet), Ani Kavafian (violin), Gary
Hoffman (cello) and Lee Luvisi (piano) will perform at the Peace Center
Thursday, Feb. 16 at 8 p.m.
When the Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center was created in 1969,
it "was the beginning of a new era for
chamber music in the United States."
The Society has grown from only 20
concerts in 1969, to over 75 concerts a
year. The 1985-86 season marked their
1,000 concert. The Society has reached

a broad audience by covering the Untied
States with as many as five annual tours,
and enjoys sellout performances in
Canada, Mexico, Australia and Japan.
In order to constantly develop an art
form, new styles of expression must be
introduced. The Society has continued

to learn new material and add to the
increasing body of its repertoire. With
over 80 compositions to choose from,
each concert is a new creation, original
in presentation and mood.
The Society includes, along with their
well known compositions, less know
but important works from the 17th
through the 20th centuries. Some of

their best performances included works
like Tchaikovsky's "Souvenir de Florence," Beethoven Quinete for Piano
and Winds, Op. 16, Villa-Lobos
"Bachianas Brasilerias" No. 5 for Soprano and 8 celli and Stravinsky
"LHistoire du Soldat."
Mark Carrington (The Washington
Post) said, "The nature of chamber music and the size of its forces are such that
when it is well played it conveys a sense
of intimate sharing—as if the audience
were eavesdropping on the exchanges of
close friends." With Valentine romance
thick in the air, take your loved one to
enjoy the whispers of The Chamber
Music Society of Lincoln Center and
experience the higher love of music giving your loved one something to remember long after the roses have died and the
candy is gone. Contact the Greenville
Peace Center for ticket information and
prices.

• Gibb Droll Band: Dharma
• Ass Ponies: Electric Rock Music
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better hurry before the Gibb Droll
Band becomes a blues/rock buzz
band.

The Gibb Droll Band
Dharma
METRO TALENT MANAGEMENT

by Jason Gale
staff critic
When it comes to blues, one
needs to know what equipment is
required for a particular artist.
Some bands demand broken-in
dancing shoes. A porch rocking
chair will suffice in many situations. For the Gibb Droll Band's
latest release, you are going to
need both.
Combining elements of funkbased blues, jazz, and southern

rock, Dharma captures the feelings of an entire weekend, from
Friday night dancing to Sunday
afternoon idling. The album is
simply a good time.
Aside from being good music,
Dharma is impressive as it contains ten original songs, a rarity
for young blues bands, which
often look to blues standard for
filling. The one non-original is
not a usual blues cover: a wonderful, relaxing rendition of Miles
Davis' "All Blues."
Guitarist Gibb Droll gives a
full performance on Dharma.
While he has definitely studied
the greats of blues guitar, Gibb
Droll has his own unique style,
melding traits from Stevie Ray
Vaughn, Carlos Santana, and
Albert King. Dharma showcases
Droll's talents for both slowmoving, groove blues and fastpaced, blistering solos.
Not to be overshadowed by.
Gibb Droll's guitar work, Pete
Mathis' keyboards add depth and
diversity to the band's sound.
Rounding out the four-piece unit
are Mike Williams on drums and
Gary Look on bass, who together
supply funk on demand.
Surprisingly, the Gibb Droll
Band has yet to sign with a label.
Don't expect this to be the case
much longer as Dharma gains air
play over much of the Southeast.
So if you like to discover bands
before everyone else, you had

Ass Ponys ,
Electric Rock Music
A&M RECORDS

&&$$

by Shane Roach
staff critic
Hot Spots: "Little Bastard,"
"Earth to Grandma," "Place
Out There"
Low Blows: "Otter Slide,"
"Ape Hanger"
Bottom Line: Make fun of
their name if you like; they're
still great.
Electric Rock Music is the
major-label debut from the Ass
Ponys, a Cincinatti band with a
style and quizzical lyrics to suit
their name. That isn't to say that
they sound like four horse's asses
but rather like they know not to
take themselves too seriously.
Guitarist John Erhardt has a
background in bluegrass, and it
shows in his multi-layerpd, almost delicately melodic arrangements. His slide and pedal steel
work would make Neil Young
smile, and at other times his sound
is reminiscent of the Edge in U2's
Joshua Tree days. Lead vocalist
Chuck Cleaver's vocal style covers a wide range. He often sounds
like a clearly intelligible Michael
Stipe, circa 1986, while on some
of the album's more restrained

r*

What? You don't have it yet?
It suits our high standards.
Sorta kinda groovyish.
Die-hard fans might like it.
Don't waste your money.
=\

songs he's the spitting image of
Neil Young(there he is again),
particularly when he goes into
falsetto mode. Bassist Randy
Cheek and drummer Dave
Morrison (who also plays organ) round out the group, forming a solid and quite versatile
rhythm section.
Electric Rock Music has thirteen songs, and only the Low
Blows seem like album filler.'
Perhaps the Ass Ponys and producer John Curley(of the Afghan Whigs) should think twice
before using songs with animal
names in the titles. The other
tunes are consistently good, with
the band truly coming together
on the Hot Spots. "Little Bastard," which is garnering some
radio airplay of late, has a terrific swinging, catchy groove.
"Place Out There," with lyrics
about UFOs and spontaneous

j
1

human combustion, is an acoustic anthem for X-Philes everywhere; and "Earth to Grandma"
is a humorous number about all
the odd little crafts that grandmothers seem to make for no real
reason.
The Ass Ponys are a knockout
band with music that is genuinely fun to listen to. If that isn't
enough for you, check out the
artwork: figures of a king, queen,
and royal advisor all made of
fruits and vegetables.

Reviews in next issue:
Dogs- Repackaged
'• Demon Knight Sdtk.
* Method Man

i

Come Celebrate

i

Valentine's Day With US! i\
}

I
f
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(°ur specialty)

i
*
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S£os c^migos
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Bring in Ad for 10% discount
on Valentine's meal.

1020 Hwy. 123 by-pass, Seneca, 885-0237
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Statewide
Catholic

Ministries
Retreat
$1.25 Longnecks
$3.00 Pitchers
_ $2.25 House brands
Specials: Melrose Mondays ( Big Screen T.V.)
10C wings Tues. and Thurs.
25G draft 9:00 pm till close Fridays

Bands:

Feb. 18th
Feb. 24th
Feb. 25th
March 4th

654-7941
Open for Lunch and Dinner

Starting from Seed
Rhythm Spindle
Better Daze
Wateree Station
Located on Hwy 93 at
123 behind Tiger Mart

"Heart Speaks To Heart"
February 24-26
Camp Kinard, Leesville, SC
Cost $30
A weekend retreat for Catholic Students from
Cleinson, USC, Winthrop and Charleston to join
together in reflection, prayer & fellowship.
An opportunity to open our individual hearts
to God and others.

For more information, coll
OFFICE OF CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

654-7804
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Gibb Droll Band Buddy Guy: master of blues
botttitmed from IB
will) a diverse mix of groups;
Albert rollings. Widespread
Parti c, Hoodoo Gurus and Spin
Doctors, just to name a few.
With their latest release,
Dharma, getting air play over
much of the southeast, The
Gibb Droll Bandis becoming
a band to watch for.
; The hectic schedule* of touring is more than just a way to
gain wider exposure. It has
been an experience in life. "1
do. some of the writing," Droll
told the Summit Daily News,
■'but the road does most of the
writing... it's actually a great
experience."
Another interesting facet of
the band's live performances
is they do not prepare a set 1 i .si.;
Instead the band relies on input from the crowd, taking the
feelings of the moment and

playing songs accordingly. It
is an interactive experience.
If you see the band I i ve, you
will witness all the energy and
excitement possible from one
person. Droll's playing is full
of emotion, a palpable love for
the blues emitted from the
strings of his guitar.
Droll'son-stagepassion attracts u wide age range to
shows. He lakes pride in getting people of the you nger generation involved in the blues.
"I think at first we did what we
wanted to do," said Droll in a
recent interview. "Then you
realize you have a lot of kids
our age, kids who want to
dance, you throw in the '90s
with a slow blues song and
you've got it."
This band definitely has
something special: good music and exciting live performances.

continued from IB
in commemoration of a century
of Billboard Magazine, goes to
an artist that comes along "once
in a century."
Although he is-58, Buddy Guy
is a newer generation bluesman.
His mentors were the old school
players, Muddy Waters (whose
price for tutalage was often a
heavy bar tab), Howlin' Wolf
and others who defined the blues
scene in the 1950's. His influences include such bands as Led
Zeppelin and The Rolli ng Stones.
"The best," declares Eric
Clapton of Guy. "He is living
history, by far and without a doubt
the best guitar player alive."
Clapton's statements echo the
beliefs of many of the famous
guitarist's peers.
The new album was produced
by Eddie Kramer, of Jimi Hendrix

fame, who Guy met while recording "Red House" for the recent Hendrix tribute album, Stone
Free. Stevie Ray Vaughn's band,
Double Trouble, plays behind
Guy on the album, as does the
legendary pianomah Johnnie

Johnson, who played with Chuck
Berry.
Guy had played often with
blues legend Stevie Ray, including during an encore at the show
the night of Vaughn's death in a
helicopter accident in 1990. Guy
hopes that Eric Clapton's recent
number one blues album, From
the Cradle, will open doors for

Guy and other musicians.
"This record that Eric did is
really going to help a lot of blues
people out, because they are going to play Eric's record where
they wouldn't play anyone else's.
This may give a shot to some
of us who haven't made bigger
stations."
In fact, this seems to be the
case. The new album is being
stocked in 1,600 previously
blues-unfriendly Wal-Mart
stores.
On Thursday night, the Peace
Center in Greenville will showcase a performer of almost four
decades of blues excellence.
Buddy Guy is no nostalgia act, as
his recent recording successes can
attest to. Anyone with even a
remote interest in the blues would
do very well for themselves to
check out a night of performance
by Buddy Guy, a living legend.

ARE YOU A UNIQUE PERSON LOOKING
FOR A NONTRADITIONAL SUMMER JOB?
NK Lawn & Garden Co., a leader in the lawn and garden industry
for over 100 years, has an excellent opportunity for you.
■ Develop your skills in territory management and Marketing/
Sales, and expand your organizational abilities while
working independently
■ Earn performance incentive payments plus a monthly salary
■ The opportunity to travel or work locally (positions available
throughout the United States)
■ A new company van, paid business expenses, and a
daily living allowance
■ Expense paid training provided
If this sounds exciting, then look into becoming an NK Summer
Retail Service Representative. You will call on existing NK Lawn &
Garden retail garden seed customers to inventory and return unsold
products, provide customer service, and re-book the account for the
next season. Representatives from our company will be on campus
for recruiting February 15 & 16. Interested students should contact
the Career Center, 804 University Union for further details, or call
1-800-545-6093x7347.
NK LAWN & GARDEN CO.
An equal opportunity employer

College
This Weekend at the Y-Theater

TOWN MEETING
Marathon

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
& 9:15 p.m.
Only 980

with

The Rocky Horror
Picture Show
Friday
Saturday
Midnight
980
Live Shadow
Cast Actors
y°u may bring rice, water guns, bread, and flashlights.
No bookbags or lighters will be allowed in the theater.
Thank you for your cooperation!
We take Tiger Stripe!
Lowest Priced Concessions in the Area.

The College of B.E.N. (Business, Education, & Nursing)
will be holding a town meeting with Dean Trapnell to
answer questions concerning restructuring and the
direction of the college.

All Students, Faculty and Staff
members are welcomed.
7:00 p.m., Feb. 16 in Brackett Aud.
Contact Student Government at 6562195 for any questions.
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Syndicaa

Star
From the book STARMORPHS
published by contemporary books.

What would we get if we crossed...

imm m<

sidering what he is
given. The movie
simply is not as funny
as expected. Surprisingly, the film earned
almost $29 million in
the box office.

The Little
Rascals
Rated PG
MCA

Tentative Release Dates:
Feb. 13-14

Barney at the Betty Ford Clinic

Keith Richards

Barney the Dinosaur
.
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The Scout

The Next Karate
Kid

Teresa's Tattom

Rated PG-13

Rated R

FOXVIDEO

Rated PG

VlDMARK

COLUMBIA

Don' t bother! Pat Morita and
Hilary Swank star in this pitiful
excuse for a film. The movie is
plagued with bad acting, no fighting, and no direction. It's a wonder that it actually made $8.7
million in the box office.

Brendan Fraser and Albert
Brooks star in this comedy about
a talented baseball player named
Steve Nebraska who has made it
to the World Series. The problem arises when he isn't in the
mood to play. The film is original and quite entertaining.
CHHMPIIINSHIP

A Good Man in
Africa
Rated R
MCA
The directors of Driving
Miss Daisy have assembled
an all-star cast for a hilarious
comedy mixing romance,
power, and cultural differences. The list includes Sean
Conner/, John Lithgow, Colin
Friels, Joanne WhalleyKilmer, Louis Gossett, Jr., and
Diana Rigg.

Rated PG
HOLLYWOOD

A film starring Pauly
Shore, this comedy is not
worth watching. Shore gives
a decent performance, con-

If you're a fan of the television version, you'll love the
movie. Travis Tedford and Bug
Hall star in this charming recreation of a classic. Watch out
because Alfalfa and Darla are in
love!

Rated R
WARNER

Written by Quentin Tarantino
and directed by Oliver Stone, this
masterpiece is a must-see!
Woody Harrelson, Juliette Lewis,
Tommy Lee Jones, and Robert
Downey, Jr. star in this thrilling
action film about two ruthless
killers. Don't miss a second of
this movie or you'll be lost forever.

WHISTLING

MfSIKIS

Revenge of the
Nerds IV: Nerds
in Love
Not Rated
FOXVIDEO

Natural Born
Killers

C Thomas Howell, Nancy
McKeon and Lou Diamond
Phillips star in this comedy
about a fouled-up kidnapping.
Two idiots accidentally kill the
girl they are holding for ransom. Now they need a replacement. Yet, it's hard to find a
girl with bright orange hair and
a large tattoo on her chest.

Robert Carradine and Curtis
Armstrong return in this comedy. Booger is about to be
married. However, his soonto-be father-in-law does not approve of the marriage. Ifyou're
a fan of the nerds, you might
want to give this one a chance.

Roseanne: An
Unauthorized
Biography

r/if mm mu is m m im IH m mmmmnw
$11.95

$9.95

HB©

cinemm

The^SjSw^p Channel

Not Rated

$7.95

POLYGRAM

Starring Denny Dillon and
David Graf, this made for television movie takes acloserlook
at the mysterious Roseanne.

IF YOU UKE MOVIES

SIMPLY THE BEST'

FB

NORTHLAND
OIBLE
TELEVISION

Call Northland Cable
882-0002 or 654-7201.
615 North Pine St. Seneca
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INSIDE SPORTS
• Women spank Terps,
see page 6A
• Lady Tiger Tennis
team beats Alabama,
see page 6A
■ Wrestlers hit skid, but
outlook is bright,'*
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A CLOSER LOOK
The Tigers only hit
barely over 28 percent of their shots
against Virginia this
season.

Cavalier curse continues for Clemson
by Mike Serijan
staff writer
Those who thought the Tigers would
return the favor for their embarrassing 24point loss at Virginia last month were
mistaken. The Cavaliers shut down
Clemson's offense again Saturday in a 6244 victory in Littlejohn Coliseum. In the
first contest played in Charlottes ville, Va.,
the Tigers were held to only 24 percent
shooting from the field. On Saturday, the
Tigers shot only 32 percent.
"It was frustrating," Bill Harder announced after the game. "I would make a
pass to someone and usually you would
say'that'sin'. Today, the shots just weren't
falling, and we need to make those to stay
in the game."
The Tigers looked as though they were
in for a good day from the floor When
Bruce Martin knocked home his first two
3-pointers to give Clemson a 6-2 lead.
The Tigers opened up their biggest lead
of the game at 13-8 with 12:50 to go in the
first half. But the offense could not buy a
bucket for the rest of the half, partly due to
the foul trouble of point guard Merl Code.
Code picked up his second foul just five
minutes into the game and had to play
cautiously the rest of the half. In the meantime, Virginia used their strength inside
and the clutch outside shooting of Curtis
Staples and Jamal Robinson to run out to
a 30-20 halftime lead.
The thought of a repeat performance of
the game in Charlottesville must have
awakened the Tigers at halftime. Andy
Kelly and Iker Iturbe came out crashing
the boards and started the Clemson comeback. Harder drilled a 3-pointer to tie the
game at 30. The crowd came alive and the
Tiger shooting woes seemed behind them.
Both the teams began trading hoops
until Clemson's next scoreless streak.
i

Trailing 40-35 with 12:45 left, Code made
the Tigers' last basket until the five minute
mark. Throughout that time, the Tigers
scored only once in 16 possessions and
trailed by nine. Though not an
unsurmountable lead, Clemson again
could not put the ball in the hoop for
another two minutes and 50 seconds. By
that time the game was, for all intents and
purposes, over. Harder led the Tigers with
12 points before fouling out while the
Cavaliers were led by Staples with 14 and
three others with 13 points apiece.
"They had a tough shooting day," said
UVa coach Jeff Jones. "I'm real pleased
with our defensive effort today. I thought
we did a good job on the defensive
boards...We changed a few of our defensive principles for this game. We were not
able to drop back as much because of
Clemson's perimeter game. We knew they
were going to get shots off, but we wanted
them to shoot over us."
Barnes had the same basic comments.
"I thought that we had one of those days
where we shot the ball horribly," he said.
"We got some good looks at the basket. I
think Virginia does a good job of not
giving you many second shots. For us to
play against a team like them, I knew
going in we were going to have to make
some j umpshots, and today we didn' t make
them. I thought we made some runs to get
back in the game, for which I was proud of
our guys. We just went through some long
spurts where we didn't score."
"I think I just lose focus because they
are so physical," freshman Greg Buckner,
who finished with only four points, explained. "I think I'm worrying about who
is going to elbow me or push me, and it
takes me out of my rhythm offensively."
The Tigers must now try to find their
rhythm before they travel to Chapel Hill
Thursday to take on the Tar Heels at 7:30
p.m. on ESPN.

Derrick Jordan/staff photographer

The Tigers could rarely find the mark against the Cavaliers last Saturday. Bill Harder scored 12 to lead the Tigers,
but Clemson managed only 44 points while shooting only
32 percent from the field.

Track teams race for top NFL aspirations
for senior Tigers

by Billy Ebner and
James Marcoux
staff writers

The Tigers completed a successful outing at both the Tiger
Classic and the Oklahoma Invitational this past weekend.
At the Clemson Invitational,
the Tigers performed well, placing seven tracksters in first or
second place finishes.
Matt Helinski won the 35
weight throw with a 15.24 m
hurl, while Andy Peterson came
in second place with a 14.32 m
throw. Joe Harris won the mile
with a time of 4:21.15.
For the Lady Tigers, Lisa
Anello won the high jump event
with a 5'4 1/2" jump. Aldra
Vereen Finished second in the
400 m dash with a 58.33 time.
AttheOklahomalnvitational,
the Lady Tigers placed five in the
top three place finishes. Freshman Simone Tomlinson came in
second place in the 55 m dash
with a time of 6.85, which automatically qualified her for the

with 103 tackles last year and
was named honorable mention
All-ACC. He started 10 of the
Tigers' 11 games despite an early
Clemson's version of the four season shoulder injury. Barber
horsemen are all leaving the Ti- concluded his Clemson career
gers, but they are not leaving with 203 tackles and six tackles
football just yet. Clemson line- for a loss.
"I had my ups and downs,"
backers Mike Barber, Tim Jones,
Wardell Rouse and Darnell Barber said. 'Tve been hurt, but
Stephens arc taking part in the I overcame that...I think that I've
1995 NFL Combine workouts got a good shot [at making it in
this week in Indianapolis, Md. the NFL]."
The Tiger linebacking squad, as
Stephens, another honorable
a whole, was ranked third nation- mention All-ACC player, was
ally and first in the ACC prior to third on the team with 82 stops
and led the Tigers with eight
the 1994 season.
Tim Jones, a preseason Butkus sacks. Those eight sacks were
Award candidate, led the Tigers good enough for second in the
in tackles for the third straight conference. He also led the team
year becoming the first player in with 15 tackles for a loss. He
Clemson history to do so. His finished his Clemson career with
career total of 338 tackles is fifth 206 tackles and four intercepbest in Tiger history. In 1994 he tions.
Stephens, who participated in
was first team ACS WA All-ACC
and an honorable mention All- the 1995 East-West College AllAmerican. He represented the Star Game, admitted to being "a
Tigers on the East team in the little nervous" about the corn1995 Hula Bowl.
see NFL, page 7A
Barber was second on the team

by Mike McCombs
staff writer

Larry K. Barthelemy IV/senior staff photographer

The indoor track teams ran in the Clemson
Classic and Oklahoma Invitational last week.
NCAA Indoor Track Championships.
For the Tigers, Duane Ross
finished third in the 55 m high
hurdles with a time of 7.36.
In the high jump, John Thorp

took third place with a jump of 6'
10", and teammate Josh Scott
came in fourth place with a jump
of the same height.The teams are
next in the ACC Indoor Championships.
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Tigers thrash Maryland Ladies prevail
had to play scrappy, two out of
three singles went to three sets.
Jan [Barrett] came back from a 63 defecit to win, and Karolina
•For The Lady Tiger Tennis [Jutkiewicz] did a great job in
Team last weekend, the thought* m'anaging the lead before a a hosof an upset upset Clemson's, tile crowd."
Karolina triumphed at No. 4
thoughts. All eight players took a
singles,
winning 7-6,6-4. "It was
tough lesson in adversity, but the
team' came out on top against difficult to concentrate because
Alabama, winning 5-4.
Down 4-2 in matches and-.a
team matchpoint, Alabama
looked to be in good shape to
upset the Tigers. However, with
a stroke of luck, Melissa Odom
fought her way out of trouble the crowd was sitting alongside
with a "let-chord" to win 7-6 in my court. I didn't play well, butl
fought hard and controlled ray
the third set.
"At 6-6 in the third, I looked emotions because every singles
over and saw Emma (Peetz) and match could have gone either
Annie (Trepanier) winning their way."
Johnston knew that doubles
doubles match, and I realized
there was a chance that we could would be a decisive factor for
win it," said Odom. "So, it was success this season. At three
important for me to win it for the matches a piece, the Lady Tigers
needed to win two out of three
team and not just myself."
Coach Andy Johnston thought doubles to win. "Our job got a
the girls handled the pressure little tougher when Shannon King
extremely well on Sunday. couldn't play. After losing No. 1
"Odom brought us back from the doubles, No. 2 and 3 did a great
brink of defeat," he said. "We" job."

by Emma Peetz
staff writer

by Joelle Girone
staff writer
The Terrapins, who are currently seventh in the ACC, presented an early challenge to the
fourth-place Lady Tigers, but Jim
Davis' squad pulled away with
62 percent shooting in the second
half.
Clemson handed the visiting
Terps a 74-56 defeat last weekend, improving their record to
17-6 overall and 7-4 in the conference.
"In one word, we are survivors," saidDavis. "I've definately
been surprised with our record.
The players have made a believer
out of me."
The tone of the game was set
when Clemson forward Tara
Saounooke scored the first two
points on a fast break 20 seconds
after tipoff. She continued the
scoring with a three-pointer followed by a short jumper from the
right, giving Clemson an early 70 lead.
Then the Terrapin offense
kicked-in with a short jumper
from the left side by Stephanie
Cross. But Clemson's Stephanie
Ridgeway answered with two of
her own on a fadeaway shot.
Clemson's scoring continued
with Kerri Thomas and Jeanette
Davis, and they got great hustles
from Dory Kidd and Renee
Rayton. The Lady Tigers took a
29-26 halftime lead into the locker
room.
Saunooke came out firing in
the second half, hitting another
three-pointer from the top of the
key. She led all scorers with 26
points on 5-11 three-point shooting.
"We shot enough to be in the
zone," said Saunooke. "We have
a great team. Everyone was in-

•j^Tigcr
Tennis J

The Lady Tigers blasted the Terripans 74-56
Saturday night. They scored 45, second-half
points - one more than the men managed the
entire game againlWirginia.
gg;rc:g;:m^^

volved in the game, and we came
together for the win."
The Tiger offense picked up
in the second half, scoring 45
points, in spite of knee injuries to
Ridgeway and Rayton forcing
them out of the game.
Saunooke hit three 3-point
shots in the last five minutes to
ice the contest. Angie Salyer
added six points in that span.
"We isolate and utilize player
talent," said Davis. "Good things
happen with different players
every game."
The next Lady Tiger basketball game will be against North
Carolina onEeb. 15 at 7 p.m. in
Chapel Hill.

654-1719
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CRYSTAL
PISTOL
West Saloon

Show Clemson
Student ID
to get specials on
select beers.

The Area's Hottest
New Night Spot!
mm®?
■52 kinds of Beer!
1
Great Country Music!
• Great appetizer menu!
• No Cover Charge!

*****
Light)'

&. drink specials
9pnvlj^*ateer^tive & class*
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REASONABLY PRICED
APARTMENTS
ADJACENT TO C.U. CAMPUS
AVAILABLE FALL 1995
TWO BEDROOM FROM S350/M0NTH

ISBBi

ALUMNI MASTER n
TEACHER

fe\l

Nominate Your Favorite Professor!!!
The Student Alumni Council each year coordinates the selection of the Master Teacher Award, presented
annually during May Commencement to the outstanding classroom teacher as nominated by the student body.
The cash award of $1500 and recognition as the year's most outstanding classroom professor represent the
students' appreciation to the faculty and their desire to ensure quality instruction at Clemson.
The Student Alumni Council encourages each student to nominate a teacher worthy of such recognition.
Nominations must be received by Thursday, February 16,1995.
Simply complete the following nomination form and mail to the Alumni Center by Campus Mail.
Thank you for your help in selecting the 1995 Alumni Master Teacher.

P-

NOMINATION FOR 1995 ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER
Complete and drop in Campus Mail Box located in the Campus Post Office or return to the Alumni Center.

MASTER TEACHER NOMINATIONS
c/o Lorian Moose
Alumni Center
Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-5603

Name of professor
Comments
Your Name

Dept

Phone.

Sg
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Wrestling team drops two, feels positive
by Billy Ebner
staff writer
At this point last year, Clemson
had one of the best wrestling
teams in the country. The Tigers
are struggling right now, however, winless in the ACC and 413 overall.
The Clemson Wrestling team
continued their slip this past
weekend with losses to both Duke
and N. C. State. Yet the outlook
is, nonetheless, bright.
"Overall, this is the best we've
looked so far," said coach Gil
Sanchez. "We've lost a lot of
people to injuries and other unforeseen events. We have a really young team. We are beginning to focus more and are
steadily improving. We will definitely be ready to compete in the
ACCs, both physically and mentally."
The Tigers lost to Duke 2114, losing three one-point
matches to the Blue Devils. This
was Duke's first ACC win in
almost nine years and their first

win against the Tigers in nearly
18 years.
Clemson won four out of the
10 matches. Winning for the Tigers were Brent Taney, Derek
Strobel, Aaron Strobel and Matt
Kim. Brendan Buckley, Paul
Seim and Brian Collier just
missed themselves, losing onepoint matches to the Blue Devils.
The next day, the Tigers' lost

t|f# Tiger
Wrestling
to the Wolfpack 25-12. Clemson
won only three out of the 10
matches at the wrestling meet.
The Tigers were led by wins from
Taney, Buckley and Strobel.
While Taney and Buckley won
close matches for Clemson,
Strobel was able to pin his opponent.
"It's been rough losing as a
team and losing as a competitor,"
said Tim Nininger. "We've been
improved more than any other
team in the ACC. We will finish

NFL awaits Tigers
continued from 5A
bine. However, he does hold high
hopes for this week.
"It's a good opportunity for
me to try to raise my stock,"
Stephens said. "It can't hurt me
like it can some other people that
are there because they're already
big names."
When asked what phase of his
game needed work, Stephens
answered "probably my pass
rushing." Then he joked, "Really
it's my height but I can't do anything about that."
Wardell Rouse, a second team
All-ACC player in 1994, was
ranked as the eighth best outside
linebacker in the nation by The
Sporting News in the preseason.
Rouse, like Jones, was also a

preseason Butkus Award candidate.
This season he totaled 69 tackles including 13 for a loss. He
finished his two years at Clemson
with 147 stops and 8.5 sacks.
Rouse was injured in the BlueGray game at Christmas, but he
will take part in the NFL workouts.
The combine consists of a barrage of tests for scouts to evaluate players' speed, agility,
strength and stamina. Some clubs
even subject players to written
tests as well.
These four Tiger linebackers
are among the hundreds of players hoping to score well at the
combine, improve their standing
in the April 22-23 draft, and take
the step up to the NFL.

All 1994 Sporto & Proline Duck Shoes

Fv.n rh TI .
1 tfle TlgCrS afe
losfnfri^
Tite™ , n7',many of the
," "?tiers beheve that they
can pull ,t together at the ACCs.
Wehadalotofguysstepup

level and reall

y sh°w a lot of
improvement," said Aaron
Strobel. "With every match, we
get better and better as'a team.
Our best showing of the year will
be at the ACCs "•

"I think that we are the hardest
working team in the ACC," said
Matt Kim. "We've lost a lot of
close matches to tough opponents. We are looking at this year
as a building block."

Statewide

Catholic

Campus
Ministries
Retreat
"Heart Speaks To Heart

February 24 - 26
Camp Kinard, Leesville, SC
Cost $30
A weekend retreat for Catholic Students from
Clemson, USC, Winthrop and Charleston to jo£
together in reflection, prayer & fellowship.
An opportunity to open our individual hearts
to God and others.

For more information, call
OFFICE OF CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

654-7804
Press Release:

Scholarships Offered to Students

50% OFF
(flS

All 1994 Nike Hikers & Teva Sandals

50% OFF

Marvin G. Carmichael
Director of Financial Aid
G01 Sikes Hall
656-2280

GRADY'S GREAT OUTDOORS
3440

Clemson Blvd. Anderson, SC 29621
(803) 226-5283
.OPEN: Mon.-Sat., 9a.m. to 8 p.m.

The 1995-96 scholarship selection process will
begin on March 1, 1995. Students are not required
to submit a scholarship application. All
accepted
entering freshmen and
continuing students will be considered
for University scholarships. It is not
necessary to apply for a particular scholarship or
have prior knowledge of the eligibility criteria.
However , certain programs require supplemental
documentation as defined in the "Financial Aid
Opportunities" brochure.

& DISCOVER
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Every Tuesday! Call 656-2167 or 656-7002 for advertising information.

KIZZ05 tmmaa
2-10" Pizzas* 12-12
I2-12" Pizzas
5
I
p/us
2-16
oz.
7"
plus a Bonus Bread
I fountain drinks
$

6"

Pizzas with one topping. Extra Toppings available
(or additional cost. Valid with coupon at Clemson
location only. Not valid with any other offer.
One coupon per customer.

*Pizzas with one topping. Extra Toppings available
for additional cost. Valid with coupon at Clemson
location only. Not valid with any other offer.
One coupon per customer.

CARRY OUT - DELIVERY - DINE IN
EXPIRES 3/31/95
1062 Tiger Blvd.

CARRY OUT - DELIVERY - DINE IN
EXPIRES 3/31/95

\

654-8555

across from McDonald's

little Caesars-'® little Caesars j
DINE-IN/CARRYOUT/DLLIVFRV

i ANY MEDIUM SINGLE TO
I

AND TWO MEDIUM SOFT

1 Valid a: participating Pizza Hut
rs. Not. valid with any other
" 'iftCT, limited delivery area. Not
i with Bigfool Pizza.
*§<&J995 Piz^ Hut, I

Mon.-Thur
Fri.-Sat
Sun

Seneca
882-1017
Anderson....231-0041

MONDAY

f Wm P5

Shoney's Bonus Buck
is good toward the
| purchase of an adult \
Breakfast Bar,
1 Sandwich
| Combination or
Dinner on our menu
\
Good at: Shoney's, 1053 Tiger Blvd., Clemson, SC

Z SARDI'S DEN
*

V

*5-10 in house only

TUESDAY

presents...
*4-7 at bar

Valentine s Day special

|^|P

3 Course Meal
Ribeyc and Lobster Tail
14.95
'■'-: ■:y-:]'.v

Call for Reservations

653-6417

Happy

HOUR

4-7/

Full Service Bar
featuring a large
selection of
imports and
domestics.

Bring this coupon for

15% 0FF„
Valentine's
Day

2/14/95 I

